
WRITE AN EQUATION FOR THE LINE IN POINT SLOPE FORM AND SLOPE

INTERCEPT FORM

Point-slope is a specific form of linear equations in two variables: . in point- slope form, we can quickly find the slope of
the corresponding line and a point it .. You can also graph just as easily from point-slope form as you can from slope
-intercept. How can I write point slope form is they only give me slope and y- intecept.

I should get the same result; namely: Given two points, I can always find the slope: Then I can use either point
as my x1, y1 , along with this slope I've just calculated, and plug these values into the point-slope form. You
should also replace x1 with the known x-value -1 and replace y1 with the matching y-value 5. And so let's do
that. I've already answered this one, but let's look at the process. You can use the Mathway widget below to
practice finding a line equation from two points. One minus nine. Example 1: Write the equation of the line
with slope -3 that passes through the point -1,5 and solve the equation for y. Okay, now what? The y-intercept
when X is equal to zero, Y is going to be equal to  To fully apply point-slope, or to apply point-slope easily,
we just have to figure out the slope. By the way, that little subscript does not affect the value of the variable at
all, like an exponent would. If that works better for you, then use that method instead. The answer is to
identify what you know and what you want to find out, and see which form uses those terms. And this right
over here is our classic, this right over here is our classic point-slope form. And what was your change in X?
This means the rate of change, or slope, is  So it would be X equals four, Y equals nine, which we have right
up there, and then the slope is right over here, it's negative four. Hopefully you enjoyed that. Point, point-slope
form. This is going to be the slope between any XY on this line and this point right over here. Content
Continues Below You can use the Mathway widget below to practice finding a line equation using the
point-slope formula. We can use that to figure out how long it will take him to save all the money he needs to
buy the MP3 player. Michael Kelley. So your change in X is equal to two. And you could have even done it
visually. And point-slope form is very easy to generate if you know a point on the line, or if you know a point
that satisfies, where the X and Y coordinates satisfy the linear equation, and if you were to know the slope of
the line that represents the solution set of that linear equation. Critical Point Variables with subscripts, like x1
and y1, will have completely different values than their non- subscripted look-alikes, x and y. Now let's say
we also know, we also know that when X is equal to six Y is equal to one. Andre wants to buy an MP3 player.
To do that, we just multiply both sides times X minus four. Let's distribute this negative four. So let's first
think about point-slope form. So this is going to be equal to the slope of the line. And now, if we just want to
isolate the Y on the left hand side, we can add nine to both sides. And what we could do is, we could just
evaluate well what's the slope between the two points that we know?


